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Lesson 77: Murmur Diphthong OR

fork or corn port
born for cork dorm
forest format glory +export
+export +form +report +sort

You do not need a fork to eat corn on 
the cob. 
He sorted all of the blocks by size.

Lesson 77: Murmur Diphthong OR

or torn porch stork
Portland +force thorn +forge
+import organ story +record
+support +form +storm +orbit

Orlena sat on the porch with her cat.
The story was about a stork.  
Hector lives in Portland.

Lesson 77: Murmur Diphthong OR

port cord fork thorn
born sport horn +form
tornado carport +support organ
+report +absorb +record +short

The short cord did not reach the port. 
Morena wants to form a sports team.   
A tornado can also be called a twister.

Lesson 77: Murmur Diphthong OR

for corn +gorge +cork
thorn cord horn +form
+format +record +export normal
+short +form +sort +scorn

It is normal for a lot of horns to be honking.
Dora’s popcorn popper has a short cord.
The Grand Canyon is a large gorge.
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Lesson 77: Murmur Diphthong OR

+storm +scorch thorn port
dorm cord corn  +morph
ornate sport orbit story
+import +sort +form +forge

The explorer forged through the storm. 
The corn was imported from another state. 
Which sport do you like best?

Lesson 77: Murmur Diphthong OR

ford orbit fork or
cord corn dorm +scorch
forbid glory forest organ
+form +record +short +scorn

Do you play the organ or the recorder? 
There is a short cord in the dorm. 
The rocket will orbit around the earth.

Lesson 77: Murmur Diphthong OR

cord +short stork born
porch thorn for corn
forest horrid forbid story
+afford +storm +scorch +sort

We cannot afford to get a new cord.
In the story, a horrid troll ruled the forest.
Even a short thorn is sharp.

Lesson 77: Murmur Diphthong OR

porch sport born orb
stork thorn corn +storm
format +absorb glory +support
+report +correct +short +form

Old Glory is a nickname for the flag of the 
United States.
A storm formed over the sea.
Corn is called maize by people who live in Spain.
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Lesson 77: Murmur Diphthong OR

thorn         stork       orb           +correct
port           fort          +scorch     fork
porridge    story       horrid       forrest
+report      +orbit      +sport      +storm

Part of the old fort is still standing in the forest.
In the story, the porridge was too hot.
Our camp fire left scorch marks on the rocks.

Lesson 77: Murmur Diphthong OR

+short morn torch cord
+form stork for or
Norway forbid forest glory
+force +storm +scorch +sort

At the end of the story, the short elf helped 
the stork.
The Olympic torch relay begins in Greece.
Ling’s report is on Norway.

Lesson 77: Murmur Diphthong OR

stork ford horn sport
fork +storm +force for
orbit dormant +portray +record
+scorn +absorb +support +inform

In the play, Nora will portray a queen.
That sports team is supported by a lot fans.  
Seeds beneath the snow are dormant 
until spring.

Lesson 77: Murmur Diphthong OR

cork porch +forge fort
+sort sport corn born
orbit export story forest
+import +report +form +short

The reporter told the story of a rocket in orbit.
The trees in the forest provided shade for 
the horses.
Porter could not force the cork out of the bottle. 




